THE JEROME A. SCHIFF UNDERGRADUATE FELLOWS PROGRAM CELEBRATES THE 2018-19 SCHIFF FELLOWS:

**SUNNY AKOBIRSHOeva ’20, Classical Studies & Computer Science With Joel Christensen (Classical Studies)**

“Digitizing the Organic Structure of the Iliad”

**Raphael Cohen ’20, Computer Science & Mathematics With Keith Merrill (Mathematics)**

“Predicting Perceptron Features Using Mathematical Structures in Training Dataset Representations to Reduce Compute Cost And Expand Generalizability of Artificial Neural Networks”

**Martin DeLuca ’20, Economics With Kerry Chase (Politics)**

“United States Control of the World Bank in the Volta River Project”

**Gabriel Fontes ’19, AAAS & English With Carina Ray (AAAS)**


**Aseem Kumar ’20, Business & Economics With Aldo Musacchio (Business)**

“Do Government Grants Promote Innovation?”

**Yinan Liang ’20, Psychology With Angela Gutchess (Psychology)**

“The Effects of Language Priming on Memory Representations”

**Talia Loeb ’20, HSSP With Wendy Cadge (Sociology)**

“The Experiences of Parents with a Child in Pediatric Hospice: An Exploratory Study”

**Brian Mintz ’20, Computer Science & Mathematics With An Huang (Mathematics)**

“Zero Loci of Derivatives of Periods: Using MATLAB Code to Discover Patterns”

**Gilberto Rosa ’19, AAAS With Faith Smith (AAAS)**

“Theatre of the Caribbean”

**Yiyi Wu ’19, Anthropology, IGS, & WGS With Elanah Uretsky (Anthropology)**

“The ”Coming-Out” of Tongqi: Stories of Chinese Heterosexual Women Who Marry Homosexual Men”

Schiff Fellows work in a 2-semester-long collaboration with faculty mentors, receive a stipend to carry out their research projects, and participate in presentations of their work.

For more information on academic research fellowships contact Meredith Monaghan: monaghan@brandeis.edu or 6-3470.